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Patents:  Protect 
inventions

• A right to exclude others 
from manufacturing, 
selling, or using your 
invention for a number of 
years.  

Trademarks:  Protect 
Names

• Any name, symbol, figure, 
letter, word, or mark 
adopted and used by a 
manufacturer or merchant in 
order to designate his or her 
goods or services and to 
distinguish them from those 
manufactured or sold by 
others. 

Copyrights:  Protect 
Artwork

• The legal right granted to an 
author, composer, 
playwright, publisher, or 
distributor to exclusive 
publication, production, 
sale, or distribution of a 
literary, musical, dramatic, 
or artistic work.



•



•



1. Drone Photographs and Videos

2. Websites

3. Packaging, owner’s manuals, trade show materials.

4. Registered Copyright:  Up to $150,000 in statutory 

damages for a knowing and willful infringement.

5. No registered Copyright?  Will you please stop 

stealing my pictures? Pretty please with sugar on top?







So, why not do it correctly from the start?  
(Particularly if you intend to franchise or sell your business eventually)

Then, hopefully it gets some patents on ideas, at which point the 

patents may become the most valuable asset of the business.

Over time, the brand recognition for a business name 
may become the single most valuable asset a company has.

When a business begins, much of its value is in its inventory, 

people, and ideas.  



Rank
TM Value

($B)

Market Cap 

Value($B) 

% value 

in TM
Name

Google

21%$204B $43 B Microsoft

$44 B $164B 27%

Wal-Mart $34 B $184B 19%

IBM $33 B $199B 17%

Vodafone $31 B $138B 24%

Bank of America

16%

$109 28%

GE $31 B $197B 16%

Apple (computers) $30 B $307B 10%

Wells Fargo $29 B $143 B 20%

AT&T $29 B $182 B 

$31 B 

Key 

Point:
For large 

companies, their 
Trademark is  a 
significant part 

of their total 
value.



A Registered Trademark is the best proof that you can use your 
business name.  Why put a ton of time and money building up a 

brand name that you may have to give up in the future?

A Registered Trademark is the best initial defense against an 
accusation of trademark infringement.



Logo Slogan

Name 
of

product or company



US Trademark 2463044:  
“cherry scent for racing 
vehicle lubricants”.

“Tebowing”, US Trademark 4263370, and 

“Kaepernicking”, US Trademark 4431402

Lucas Film US Trademark 3618321:  sound of a “lightsaber”



Federal Trademark covers the entire US.  State covers just that 
state.

If you only have a state trademark, a federal trademark holder 
on the same or a similar name can restrict you geographically 

(goodbye franchise dreams).



Xerox, Google, Polaroid, Kleenex, M&M’s, Kodak, Exxon. (No 
common meaning, made-up the word)

Apple, Sun (computers), Shell (gasoline), Delta (airline, faucets, 
insurance), (common word with no connection to goods or services)

Microsoft, Citibank, Jaguar (cars), Greyhound (bus line), Nike 
(Goddess of Victory), Reebok (Dutch spelling of gazelle), iPad, 
Walkman.

Sharp (TV), Windows (Microsoft), International Business 
Machines, Digital (computers).

“Crackers” as a brand of crackers (or 1-4 that was allowed to 
become generic over time, for example, “aspirin”, “Just 
Google that word”, let’s “photoshop” that picture).

Fanciful:1

YArbitrary:2

YSuggestive:3

Descriptive:4

Generic:5



File 
Application

Office 
Action

Response

Notice of 
Allowance

Publication 
Period (30 

days)

Trademark 
Issues

First renewal fees are 
due between years 5 

and 6

Subsequent renewal 
fess are due every 10 

years from date of 
issue, so 5, 9, 19, 29, 

39, etc.

Opposition 
($$$)

Final Rejection Appeal ($$)

4-5 months 1-2 months

2-3 months

4-5 months

2+ months



Stop using the name immediately!  The United States Patent & 
Trademark Office has put, in writing, that your use of this name 
may cause unacceptable “consumer confusion” over the source 

of the goods.  Basically, USPTO has just given excellent 
evidence, in a publicly available document, that you “infringed” 

their trademark.

Consider requesting a “Letter of Consent” from the holder of 
the trademark used to reject your application, but be ready to 

offer them some $$$.  Also, this can backfire on you.



1. Do your own Trademark Search.  www.USPTO.gov, search 
trademarks.

2. Consider a Professional trademark search 
(Digamber@immunisip.com, $400 / class).

3. Analyze search results.

4. When in doubt, don’t use name commercially yet, wait 4 
months for initial examination and see.

http://www.uspto.gov/
mailto:Digamber@Immunisip.com
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